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1 Introduction 

The Wu-Yang monopole has been introduced in paper [1] in the conceptual analysis of 
the global aspects of gauge fields and gauge symmetry. It is an infinite-energy stationary 
solution of the classical equations of Yang-Mills theory with a singularity at the origin. 
Recently, Faddeev and Niemi have treated this monopole as a knot-like vortex of the type 
of the condensate in a superfluid liquid [2]. In the present paper, in the context of such 
a treatment we construct a generalization of the Wu-Yang monopole with a nontrivial 
topological "charge", which reflects the superfluid rigid dynamics of the gauge field system 
as a whole [3, 4]. In QCD, this topological "charge" leads to an additional mass for the 
770-meson which fixes the value of the finite density of the knot energy. 

2 The Topological Wu-Yang Monopole 

The Wu-Yang (WY) monopole [1] 

A~= 0, 

nk = :k, r = J x~ + x~ + x~ 

is a stationary solution of the YM classical equations 

ab b { [V;(A)]"b Ag = vt(A)8oA' 
1)µ Gµv = O ==* [Vo(A)]"bGgi = Vfb(A)Gt ' 

(1) 

(2) 

where v:&(A) = 8"&8µ + gc•cb A~, a:v = 8µA~ - 8vA: + gcabc A~A~. Following [1], we 
consider this solution between two spheres with radii c: and R, t: < r < R, t: « R, so in 
a finite space volume V(c:, R), in order to exclude the singularity at the origin, r = 0. The 
knot interpretation of the WY monopole supposes that the density of its energy (which 
coincides with the density of its action) 

f d3 xG~j(b) 
<a,G2 >= Jim a,v V = Jim 2(Vc:t1 
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is finite, and can be considered as a parameter of the theory. Eqs.(2) contain time deriva
tives and their solutions depend on the initial data. From this point of view, the WY 
monopole represents some initial data (i.e. an initial "position"). At the initial "position" 
Af =bf, eqs.(2) have the form 

(4) 

The result we preser,t here is based on the existence of a nontrivial solution to these 
equations in the considered region with a volume V ( c:, R) 

A~(t,x) = N(t)«l>"(x) (5) 



N=O <I>"= 2rn"f(r)/g, J(r) = 1 - c/r 
with boundary conditions J(c) = 0, J(R--> oo) = 1. 

The variable N(t) can be interpreted as a zero mode of the Gauss constraint, which 
describes the superfluid rigid motion of the YM field as a whole [3, 4]. This global motion 
is like the one of a free particle of mass M 

L(N) = Mf.12 
2 

R 

M = Jd3x[Vfb<I>b]2 = Jd3x!6(<I>")2 = 4ir2 f dr.!!:_(r2.!!:_f) = 4ir\_ 
2 a, dr dr a, 

V V 

(6) 

With the help of solutions (1), (5) a Dirac-like representation [5] for the physical field 
can be constructed 

A A N~ A -N~ 
A0 =0, A;=e (b;+8;)e ; A

A TA" = g a_ 
2i ' 

(7) 

which means that in the non-Abelian theory, in addition to the perturbative harmonic 
excitations of the type of photons in QED (which are neglected here), a global type 
excitation of the gauge field as a whole is possible, characterized by some initial "position" 
and "velocity" in the field configuration space. 

The physical field so obtained (7) is a generalization of the WY monopole with a 
nontrivial topological "charge" 

X[A] = Jim 
6

92 
2 

j d3 xtijk [A",8;A"k + ~
3

gtabcA";A\A°k]. (8) 
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In the case under consideration, this topological "charge" coincides with the zero mode 
of the Gauss constraint 

X[A] = N(t). (9) 

The WY monopole and similar solutions of the classical equations are also present 
in the SU(3) theory. To construct them, one has to choose a minimal subgroup SU(2) 
so that the irreducible (fundamental) representation of the SU(3) group will also be the 
irreducible (joint) one of the SU(2) subgroup. For example, the role of T1, T2 , T3 is played 
in the SU(3) theory by (,\2, ,\5, ,\7 ): 

• bi ,\2 + bP,.s + b; ,\7 

b; = 9 2i ' 
b~ - t"'knk 
' - --

gr 
(10) 
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3 The U(l)-Problem in QCD 

It is well known [6] that the topological variable N mixes with the nineth pseudoscalar 
meson (T/o) in the effective QCD action (7,8) 

I M N2 
V ( -2 2 2) · 

'cff = - 2- + 2 T/o - m 0 T/o + CT/o(t)N, (11) 

where m 0 is the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking mass of T/o-meson and the constant 
C reads 

C = ·N1 f!_, 
F" V :i 

with F" = 92M ev -- · the weak-decay coupling constant. and N1 ····- the number of flavors. 
The diagonalization of Lagrangian ( 11) leads to an additional mass term for the T/o-meson 

2 c2 . 4ir2 
~mo= MV with M = 1€, , = ~- (12) 

if in the infinite volume limit the quantity MV = 1cV remains finite with € --> 0. This 
ensures also a finite energy density for the WY monopole (see eq.(3)) in correspondencP 
with its interpretation as a knoted vortex [2]. Note that in this case eq.(12) 

2 c2 N} a, 2 
6m = -- = ---- < o (; > 

~ ,cV 2F; 6ir2 ·' 
(13) 

reproduces the relation between the gluon condensate [9] and the (T/' -11 )- mass difference 
which is in agreement with the present experimental data [10]. 

4 Conclusion 

From a physical point of view, the topological generalization of the \Vu- Yang monopole 
means that the non-Abclian (gluon) field, despite the monopole condensate and harmonic 
excitations of the type of photons in QED, allows also a rigid type excitation of the gauge 
field system as a whole represented by the zero mode of the Gauss constraint differential 
operator. For this (global) dynamics, the WY monopole specifics the initial data. 

The identification of this zero mode with the topological excitation which realizes the 
Kogut -Susskind mechanism of solution of the U( I )-problem in QCD docs not contradict 
the physical interpretation of the Wu-Yang rnonopolc as a condensat<' with a finite energy 
density. On the otlwr hand, the effective mass of the topological excitation disappears 
in the infinite volume limit. This fact means that the region of validity of the• quantum 
theory for the rigid dynamics is restricted to the finite spac<' volnme, as for a superfluid 
liquid [3, 2]. 

The superfluid dynamics of the 11011 Abelian fields, in contrast to th<' semi-classical 
inst.an tons [ 11 ], is considered in Minkowski space. It can llC'ar r<'lation t.o a rnlour rn11-

fi11c111ent mechanism dnc to a compl<"t.c dest.rnct.ive int.erfen·nc:c· phc•110111(·n011 as a rc•stdt 
of taking an average from t.lw colour st.ate amplit.ndcs oVC'r diffc•rc·nt. initial data in t !IC' 
gauge field rnnfigura.tion space [,1]. 
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Tononorn11ecKHii MOHonoJih By-51ttra 

Mb! .naeM o6o6mettlle MOHOOOIDI By-5Ittra c HenpepbIBllhlM TOOOJIOrntJeCKllM 
3ap»,n:OM. TiocJie,D:Hllll MO)KeT 6b!Th paCCMOTpeH KaK 6e3MaCCOBOe TOOOJIOrntJeCKOe 
B03MYJUeHHe, KOTopoe Be,neT K perneHHIO npo6neMhl .nonOJIHllTeJihHOll MaCChl Tlo-Me-

30Ha. 

Pa6oTa BhinOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpllll TeopeTHtJeCKOii q>ll3llKll HM. H.H.6oroJII0-
6oBa 0115111. 
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The Topological Wu-Yang Monopole 

We present generalization of the Wu-Yang monopole with a continuous 
topological «charge». The latter can be considered as a massless topological 
excitation which realizes the Kogut-Susskind mechanism of solution of the U (})
problem in QCD. 
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